Advanced MRI of the Optic Nerve.
Clinical orbital MRI protocols are routinely used to study the optic nerves and exclude compressive lesions, infarctions, or inflammation. However, the small caliber and divergent oblique orientations of the optic nerves make it challenging to characterize them well with conventional MRI, especially since adjacent air-filled bony structures distort the MRI signal and motion is a problem even in cooperative, healthy volunteers. Over the past 3 years we have experimented with multiple novel MRI approaches and sequences to better characterize the optic nerves. The perfect MRI protocol would be quantitative and sensitive to subtle optic nerve pathologic changes, provide high spatial resolution, be rapidly acquired, and resistant to motion degradation. This review provides an update of recent MRI sequence innovations for the optic nerves being currently translated into clinical practice. Methods discussed include rapid MRI with compressed sensing or simultaneous multislice approaches, postprocessing techniques for quantitative T2 mapping or track density imaging, and multiple MRI sequences for measuring diffusion in the optic nerves. Recently-developed orbit-specific MRI coils, quantitative sequences, and rapid acquisition techniques can improve our future ability to study optic nerve pathologies noninvasively. As advanced MRI becomes more proficient at characterizing the optic nerves, its role in the clinical management of patients should increase.